Ephemeral Fabrication:
Exploring a Ubiquitous Fabrication Scenario of Low-E�ort,
In-Situ Creation of Short-Lived Physical Artifacts

ABSTRACT
Personal fabrication empowers users to create objects increasingly
easier and faster. This continuous decrease in e�ort evokes a speculative scenario of Ephemeral Fabrication (EF), enabled and ampli�ed by emerging paradigms of mobile, wearable, or even bodyintegrated fabrication. EF yields fast, temporary, in-situ solutions
for everyday problems (e.g., creating a protective skin, a�xing a
phone). Users solely create those, since the required e�ort is negligible. We present and critically re�ect on the EF scenario, by exploring
current trends in research and building a body-worn fabrication
device. EF is a plausible extrapolation of current developments,
entailing both positive (e.g., accessibility) and negative implications
(e.g., unsustainability). Using speculative design methodology to
question the trajectory of personal fabrication, we argue that to
avert the aftermath of such futures, topics like sustainability can not
remain an afterthought, but rather be situated in interactions themselves: through embedded constraints, conscious material choice,
and constructive embedding of ephemerality.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing ! Human computer interaction (HCI).
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Figure 1: Conceptual �ows of more ”traditional” personal
fabrication (top) in contrast to Ephemeral Fabrication (bottom). Currently, design iterations for physical artifacts often involve a positive net material use to achieve a lasting
result. If users are handed an e�ortless way to fabricate, resulting artifacts may transition to be non-lasting and explicitly designed to be quick to create for a short-lived use-case.
Such an ephemeral usage dictates embedding reuse by design over the emphasis of (design) iterations.
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Advances in personal fabrication technologies enable users to create
artifacts and tools speci�cally tailored for their requirements [9, 18,
66]. CAD software and devices like 3D-printers provide outstanding precision, currently at the cost of arguably slow design and
fabrication processes [52]. With progress in research and practice,
these processes are becoming both simpler [69, 95] and faster [51]
for users of any skill level. For the creation of lasting artifacts and
adaptations, investing time (to learn, design, fabricate, and iterate)
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is an appropriate tradeo�. This tradeo�, along with a fairly low
permeation of personal fabrication through society, likewise currently hinders the use of technologies like 3D-printing in short-lived
contexts. When we look ahead, even lower e�ort and time expenditure are likely to manifest as a result of current research e�orts
(increased ease-of-use, mobility, e�ortlessness). The shorter the
design and fabrication process, the more spontaneous its use may
be and the more scenarios it can be employed in, ultimately making personal fabrication an ubiquitous procedure and concept [77].
However, our current stance on sustainability and the way it is
considered for novel systems for personal fabrication is un�t for
a future of widespread, ubiquitous personal fabrication: it is often
deferred to recycling processes, material science or not considered
at all, as novel systems aim to create lasting artifacts. We argue that
systems that embed sustainable material use in their interactions
themselves (e.g., Unfabricate [91]) are indispensable for further research in personal fabrication, if the path of ever simpler and faster
personal fabrication is to be followed. In particular, as the associated processes (e.g., design/modeling, fabrication) become easier,
faster, and more e�ortless. At this point, this future progression
creates a Collingridge dilemma1 [16, 20]: Before personal fabrication has permeated society, it can still be regulated and in�uenced
by research and practice. The future of widespread adoption of
personal fabrication, however, is hard to predict and explore. When
personal fabrication has become widespread already, change, for
instance concerning responsible and sustainable use, is far harder
to achieve. To engage with this dilemma, we employ a speculative
design approach combined with physical prototyping.
In this work, we explore, present, and criticize the Ephemeral
Fabrication scenario, which we argue is a direction the current
�eld of research on personal fabrication is slowly gravitating towards (i.e., faster and easier access to fabrication technology for
non-experts). It emerges when fabrication becomes an easy and
near-e�ortlessly accessible human ability. We arrived at this discussion after exploring the vision of personal fabrication becoming
a widespread (mechanical) augmentation of human users. This culmination is relevant to consider as a speculative and possible [50]
future of (personal) fabrication, as it shifts the importance of sustainable material use, (numerical) precision, and the value of artifacts,
in contrast to today’s perspectives. Unlike today’s notions of personal fabrication, this speculative future may not be focused on
long-lasting artifacts, precision, or long design procedures. Rather,
it may additionally spread to coarse, short-term solutions to potentially mundane, everyday problems. While not the only future
use of (personal) fabrication, Ephemeral Fabrication may become a
dominant one, with considerable in�uence on the amount of waste
generated. This more regularly and heavily employed type of personal fabrication then underlies other constraints and exhibits novel
requirements: industry-grade precision, processes, and appearance
may drop in terms of importance while sustainable use of material
becomes indispensable (�gure 1), as the goal is not a highly precise
lasting artifact, but rather one that can quickly address a temporary
challenge. We explored and formulated the scenario of Ephemeral
1 also

known as Collingridge’s dilemma of control
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Fabrication through a diegetic prototype [14, 79], Draupnir2 , which
may provide users raw material for near-e�ortless, tangible fabrication activities for everyday mechanical tasks. It embodies a future
of ubiquitous, quick access to fabrication devices and low-e�ort processes – which may entail positive consequences, like augmented
human problem-solving, but also negative ones, like its impact on
sustainability and material use. In this work, we present, explore
and re�ect on the scenario of Ephemeral Fabrication by employing
speculative design methodology. We explore this scenario further
by developing and implementing Draupnir as a functional design
artifact with today’s means and materials: a body-worn add-on
to users’ hands which provides the ability to extrude malleable
material (Polycaprolactone, PCL) controlled by an EMG-sensor
(Electromyography), keeping it malleable and providing it right to
the users’ �ngertips to be shaped. This allows potential users to
adapt their environment near-instantly by fabricating small-scale
artifacts, for instance, to brie�y prop up a phone. By relying on a
limited amount of reusable material, Draupnir embeds and enforces
a degree of re-use, instead of deferring it to subsequent processes
(such as slow, eventual biodegradation).
With this work, we want to present and critically re�ect upon one
potential ”fabrication scenario”, Ephemeral Fabrication, that could
potentially arise within a future of ubiquitous personal fabrication.
Through the lens of this fabrication scenario, we aim to add to the
discussion on e�ort, time, and sustainability in personal fabrication
through the following contributions:
• De�nition and categorization of Ephemeral Fabrication in a theoretical framework focusing on artifact longevity
and e�ort as core dimensions. Ephemeral Fabrication is a
fabrication scenario involving low-e�ort, in-situ artifacts for
highly specialized and short-lived problems. It describes a future where low-e�ort fabrication is widespread and requires
deep embedding of sustainability in novel systems.
• Re�ection and discussion of sustainability within the
context of personal fabrication through the lens of current
literature and a diegetic prototype, Draupnir.
• Presentation of a set of usage scenarios and interaction
patterns arising from and relevant for the Ephemeral Fabrication scenario. We additionally report on the implementation of Draupnir, a functional design artifact to explore
the Ephemeral Fabrication interaction scenario, along with
practical insights into the development of this device for
Ephemeral Fabrication.
Finally, we want to emphasize that the goal of this work is not
to promote either Ephemeral Fabrication or Draupnir as ”solutions”.
We see Ephemeral Fabrication as an exaggerated but realistic future scenario following the current trends in personal fabrication.
Additionally, we see Draupnir both as a diegetic and a physical
prototype, to be mainly a tool to explore the Ephemeral Fabrication
scenario, while openly reporting on its development and in�uence.
A future system could take any other shape or form other than
Draupnir (e.g., through mobile tools, like hot glue guns, or mobile
2 Draupnir - ”the dripper” [56]. Named after a ring Odin’s from Norse mythology, which

replicates itself: ”From it do eight of like weight fall on every ninth night” [10]. While
physically impossible, it applies generation of matter to a body-worn (i.e., wearable)
artifact.

Ephemeral Fabrication

material stockpiles, like users carrying clay with them), and we are
not arguing that Draupnir is the ”right” design to enable Ephemeral
Fabrication. However, designing, building, and interacting with
Draupnir helped us further understand and explore Ephemeral Fabrication. Ultimately, this work wants to discuss current trends in
the �eld of personal fabrication using a design methodology and
engage in a discussion around sustainable personal fabrication.

2

DESIGN PROCESS

The following paragraphs describe the interconnected process that
in�uenced the concept of Ephemeral Fabrication (EF) and the development of Draupnir, both as a diegetic and an actual prototype,
along with the scenarios – all of which are detailed in subsequent
sections of this work. We consider our approach to follow speculative design practices [6, 24]. Our premises for speculation consisted
of 3 aspects: 1) increasingly easier and faster personal fabrication
coupled with their increasing adoption and domestication, 2) natureinspired and technology-mediated human augmentation, and 3)
historical developments in computing, expanding the applicability
of previously expert-only tools to mundane tasks. This yielded our
depiction of a plausible future surrounding our diegetic prototype
of Draupnir (section 2.1), along with a formalization of Ephemeral
Fabrication as a possible future fabrication scenario. This future
may or may not be a desirable one. To further explore this future,
we engaged in material explorations, ultimately building an early,
functional version of Draupnir with current means (section 4).

2.1

A Day in the Life of a
Fabrication-augmented User

With this paragraph, we want to construct and present a narrative
of a future where anyone may possess an augmentation giving them
access to personal fabrication. While this may already be the case
today (e.g., in well-equipped workshops or crafty individuals carrying tools and resources with them), we want to focus on extremely
low access times and extremely low e�ort needed. This progression
(i.e., faster [51], more mobile [60, 66], easier to learn [11, 12]) makes
the use of personal fabrication relevant for far more scenarios than
now. In the following scenarios, Draupnir is treated and presented
as a diegetic prototype: a material-deploying implant in one’s �nger, naturally controlled by a user, enabling constant use of it and
the creation of ephemeral artifacts. We consider this constellation
to be a possible expression of Ephemeral Fabrication in the future.
However, Ephemeral Fabrication may likewise be enabled through
other means or ”systems”, such as mobile 3D-printing pens, or even
stationary fabrication devices. It is conceivable that fast stationary
devices can be used to create ephemeral artifacts. Likewise, it is possible to generate lasting artifacts with devices such as 3D-printing
pens. However, low access and ”design” times (i.e., ideally none) as
enabled by a tool like Draupnir lend themselves to be applied for
Ephemeral Fabrication.
”Imagine a future where control over matter and shape is right at
your �ngertips. No thinking, no designing, just coarse-yet-functional
solutions for everyday needs.” – that was the pitch for the �rst versions
of Draupnir. Max was one of the early adopters, eager to try the device,
without really knowing what it may be needed for. It wasn’t as easy
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as advertised, but Max, over time, found out where Draupnir actually
shines: improvisation. By now, it has become a commodity, just as
3D-printers became one in the 30s. The advertisements now focus on
how Draupnir augments and alters cognition: it’s yet another ability
in the repertoire of the modern person. Draupnir has indeed altered the
way users interact with their physical spaces: users are now in control
of matter, for better or for worse. The absence of a tool or an object
for a task does not mean that this task has to be delayed anymore.
Users now can fabricate whatever they need, whenever they need it.
Discomfort while grabbing virtually anything can now be ”resolved”
with a quick blob of material from Draupnir.
Max recently received an upgrade for their Draupnir device. It’s mainly
a better version of the PCLx material, now suited for more re-use cycles. The older one degraded after a few uses, drawing the attention
of environment activists. After all, users of Draupnir kept buying
material cartridges, instead of re-using the material from objects they
made. Max is now on their way to work; a bumpy ride in public transport. They would like to continue watching the series they started
yesterday, but holding the screen gets tiring and it just doesn’t want to
stay upright at the table. Max quickly drags a thin slice of PCLx out
of the upgrade in their right hand and, in a rapid motion, fashions an
L-shaped structure able to hold the screen at a comfortable viewing
angle. When it’s their turn to disembark, they retract the screen-mount
back into the Draupnir system. Max is now at work, toiling in front of
yet another screen. A mug was dropped at their table in the o�ce and
shattered. ”I could just go and search for safety gloves”, Max thinks
”... or a dustpan”. They don’t, as it’s much faster to just fabricate two
small thimbles, one for the thumb and one for the index �nger, grab
the shards and drop them into the trash. The smaller ceramic pieces
stick to the still malleable PCLx material, rendering it un�t for re-use
later. On the way home, Max stops by a public restroom. There’s no
clean spot for their coat and bag, nor a coat hook at the door to use.
A minor inconvenience. Max brie�y extrudes some material from
Draupnir, sculpting it into an s-shape to hang over the top of the door.
After the material solidi�es, they can hang their belongings from it.
Afterwards, they again retract the material back into Draupnir. Before
coming home, Max wants to grab a meal to eat somewhere in the
park and buys a prepared salad from a convenience store. Single-use
cutlery was considered the bane upon the environment once. It’s still
a part of everyday life, just as many other single-use objects, like
packaging. Max forgot to take such a fork from the checkout at the
store, noticing this oversight only when they’ve already found a spot
in the park to eat at. They quickly fabricate something looking like a
trident, irregular, ugly even, but they are able to eat the salad they
bought.
Draupnir v23.0 is already announced, touting revolutionary improvements by using ”perfect red”3 as a material. ”Do I really need this?”
Max ponders, ”... I’m not an engineer after all”.
When comparing these tasks with ”Mobile Fabrication” by Roumen
et al. [66], they may appear similar at �rst glance. However, these
use-cases of Ephemeral Fabrication may exhibit no immediate need,
3 c.f.

Ishii et al. ”Radical Atoms” [33]
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Figure 2: A day in the life of a future fabrication-augmented user. They are able to solve mundane everyday challenges, as
fabrication became a low-e�ort ability for them, not a tool only to be used for complex challenges. From left to right: creating a phone mount to use during a commute, quickly creating thimbles to pick up shards, creating a hook to suspend one’s
belongings if none is available, creating a fork to consume a meal.

no necessity to be enacted, and certainly solve no revolutionary engineering challenge. They do not necessarily emerge from negative
consequences that may arise if the user abstains from fabricating the
artifacts (e.g., dangers in tra�c if one’s bike lamp is not �xed [66]).
Rather, they emerge from various minuscule bene�ts, scattered
across a user’s daily life. However, if the e�ort becomes negligibly
low (e.g, through a highly accessible and fast process), they become
an everyday act, making the consideration of reuse and sustainability a necessity a priori. We consider the actual tool to be used to
engage in Ephemeral Fabrication to be of secondary importance,
but highlight certain aspects that may enable it in section 3.3.

2.2

Why Ephemeral Fabrication is a Possible
and Plausible Future

Our work started out by observing the current progress of miniaturization [66], augmentation [61] and acceleration [51] of personal
fabrication tools and a future extrapolating of this towards the
extreme of having constant access to fast personal fabrication, similarly to examples from nature (e.g., spiders or bees). Therefore,
the starting point for this work was the premise of imagining the
speculative future of (personal) fabrication as an inherent human
ability. We consider this to be one of many possible expressions
of ubiquitous (personal) fabrication [30, 77] in the future. Fabrication can be leveraged through tool use and available materials (e.g.,
birds fabricating nests), but also through an integrated, alwaysavailable and always-feasible ability (e.g., spiders fabricating webs).
The latter is the �ctional space, where we treat fabrication as an
immediate personal human augmentation. A viable predecessor to
body-integrated fabrication interfaces, is the concept of body-worn
or wearable personal fabrication [27], which we evaluated initially
as a step beyond mobile fabrication [66] by building Draupnir as
an actual prototype with the means available to us right now.
Parallels can be drawn to current and future computing paradigms
outlined by Mark Weiser [89, 90] (�gure 3): just as a stationary home
computer, for instance, allows users to author text at home, a stationary home fabrication device (e.g., a hobbyist 3D-printer) can
fabricate intricate artifacts, with time and e�ort required for the

design and the fabrication process itself. A portable or mobile device, like a smartphone enables users to conduct some of the tasks,
previously done with the home computer, in a mobile or nomadic
setting. In this progression to more ubiquitous usage, tradeo�s have
to be made - text input speeds on smartphones can be slower and
wielding a 3D-printing pen often incurs a loss of precision, as we
replace NC (numerical control) with manual operation. Mobile Fabrication [66] may refer to the use of a 3D-printing pen, a mobile
3D-printer, or material like Sugru4 , which users may carry around
in their pockets or bags. This reduces access times further, making
fabrication potentially more feasible for more tasks. The inhibition threshold to apply personal fabrication to a given challenge
is lowered. Wearable technology reduces access times in a similar
fashion, while also constricting the input and output expressivity
further. Texts authored on a smartwatch are often merely quick
responses to messages. Likewise, artifacts made with a wearable
fabrication device would likely be coarse, but may still ful�ll their
intended function and be quick to create. In our design approach,
we followed this line of thought, drawing parallels to personal computing and tried to deduct systems and concepts that would exist
in such a future. Similarly, such systems would be the parallel to
wearable computing research. These parallels between computing
and fabrication technology can also be (coarsely) mapped to the
artifacts they may produce and their longevity (�gure 3, bottom x
axis). With reduced access and fabrication times, the artifact that
results may be applied to brief and mundane tasks, which may do
without industry-grade precision or visual appeal. By being highly
context-speci�c, it may not make sense to re-use the result (as
done with long-lasting artifacts), thereby making the re-use of the
material mandatory. With increasingly lower e�ort and time requirements being made possible by researchers and practitioners, a
growing subset of artifacts being made may become ephemeral. This
can be likened to today’s pervasiveness of single-use plastics and
notions of a ”throw-away society” embracing such mass-produced
single-use artifacts. Draupnir was a result of this design exercise

4 sugru.com,

Accessed 13.7.2021
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Figure 3: Research in personal fabrication has already enabled a shift from mainframe-like fabrication to personal
fabrication, similarly to computing (bottom x-axis). This
can be likened to the development of ubiquitous computing [89]. Following these computing/fabrication paradigms,
a temporal dimension with respect to fabrication and use
duration can be approximated (top x-axis), ranging from
(industry-grade) permanent fabrication to Ephemeral Fabrication, which we consider the culmination of low e�ort
and access times to personal fabrication processes. The used
paradigm indicates a likely artifact longevity, but may not
be restricted to one (e.g., one may use a personal stationary
printer to create ephemeral artifacts, if it is fast enough). A
near future with more personal fabrication processes is already manifesting. A potential far future may consist of an
overwhelming amount of ephemeral artifacts, if time and
e�ort are constantly reduced.

which embodies personal fabrication as a human ability. We initially conceived it as a wearable system, with respect to the near
future, and as a body-integrated system, with respect to a more
distant future following similar ideas with respect to computing
paradigms itself. As Ephemeral Fabrication is a brief activity, it may
emerge to be applied to overwhelming numbers of everyday small
challenges, making the impact of even a few users an immense one
(�gure 3).

2.3

How Ephemeral Fabrication May Manifest

To further immerse our design process into the created �ctional future of Ephemeral Fabrication through wearable or body-integrated
fabrication, we created a working prototype based on the idea (i.e.,
diegetic prototype) of Draupnir. The implementation of Draupnir is
a body-worn (wearable) paste-extrusion device, controlled though
EMG. It dispenses up to 20 grams of malleable Polycaprolactone

(PCL), which, when solidi�ed, can be reliably used for small mechanical tasks. Furthermore, PCL can also be re-heated for later
reuse. The creation and later usage of the prototype helped us to
explore this speculative future in more depth and was not done
with the goal of having a �nished product, but was done as a vehicle
to engage with the �ctional scenario of having always-available
fabrication abilities and opportunities. This immersion with this
�ctional scenario helped us discover, de�ne and understand the
arising application scenario of Ephemeral Fabrication, which we
further categorized with existing literature. The engineering procedure initially involved the exploration of materials, where attempts were made to evaluate suitable substances that may enable
Ephemeral Fabrication. The initial requirements were reuseablity
on one hand, but also suitability for basic mechanical tasks (e.g.,
a�xing or mounting objects). As mentioned earlier, our incarnation
of Ephemeral Fabrication initially aimed to generate and embody a
positive future outcome, which certainly requires reuseability as an
inherent component of the system. These decisions for a positive
future made us also re�ect on potentially dystopian scenarios where
sustainable material use is not considered at a point where personal
fabrication became an ubiquitous technology. Additional requirements were the ability to shape the material without additional
tools (i.e., malleability and skin-safety). This allowed for initial explorations of feasibility with materials like wax, PLA (Polylactic
Acid) or PCL.

2.4

How Draupnir Shaped Ephemeral
Fabrication

Consecutively, the prototype was then used to brainstorm and explore potential application scenarios of constant, ideally nearly
e�ortless access to a personal fabrication tool. This resulted in the
realization that the moment one has the access to fast and e�ortless
personal fabrication, application scenarios are extended from precise and static artifacts towards short lived (ephemeral) solutions
to everyday problems that can dynamically change (e.g., the mounting position of a phone). A ”traditionally” fabricated solution – one
that often requires the user to design, fabricate and often iterate (c.f.,
�g. 1) – is not feasible for such tasks, taking both time and e�ort.
Such mundane problems also include areas where users may simply
improvise with materials at hand (e.g., using a mug to prop up a
phone), if such materials happen to be available. This availability is
not guaranteed, especially in mobile contexts. In cases where the
material is not available in the environment, an Ephemeral Fabrication device may provide this resource for ephemeral problemsolving. The vision of Ephemeral Fabrication was developed further
by treating Draupnir as both a diegetic and an actual prototype.
This yielded the more speci�c interaction patterns, where inherent
disadvantages of a quick and coarse fabrication process are compensated for. The implemented version of Draupnir uses digital
components (i.e., to keep the material ready and malleable, or to
control extrusion), but does not yield digital precision, in favor of
brief and coarse manual fabrication activities. We consider Draupnir to be a personal fabrication device nonetheless, as it is a highly
personal and pervasive interface enabling fabrication. Precision
may re-emerge in further iterations of it, for instance through the
use of smarter materials (e.g., ”perfect red” [33]) or motion guidance
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(e.g., through use of electrical muscle stimulation [46]).
With this work, we aimed to explore what might be and question
what ought to be [97]. Accelerating personal fabrication and reducing the e�ort needed for it, is a promising direction for interaction
design and engineering alike. This process is already set in motion,
and yields various intriguing research contributions. What might
be, is that personal fabrication is quick, e�ortless and unsustainable, with artifacts losing any value they gain through a process
conducted by users. What ought to be, is that personal fabrication
should aim for re-use and sustainability by design. Exploring this
speculative future of Ephemeral Fabrication highlights the potential
dangers of quick, e�ortless, and ubiquitous (personal) fabrication.
Drawing a parallel to digital content creation and remixing such
as videos and images, we can see that the rise of simple tools for
creating new digital content (e.g., TikTok for videos and Instagram
for images) reduces the average personal value of each artifact but
also leads to an unprecedented amount of content and content creators [77]. Enabling the same simple form of creation for personal
fabrication – which is a more distant future – comes with more
direct implications for our environment and our consumption of
energy and materials.

3
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”stu�” like furniture or other objects may move on a daily basis [15].
Ephemeral artifacts may reside on a layer of change that is even
more short-lived and temporary, than the arrangement of such
appliances (”stu�”) [15], and come into existence for minutes while
ceasing to exist as such a few moments later. Döring et al. speci�ed
the term ”Ephemeral User Interfaces” and the surrounding design
space [23]. Ephemeral interfaces are temporary, relying on deliberately chosen materials meant to last only a short time [3, 39]. For
Ephemeral Fabrication, in contrast, the interface for it is lasting,
while the resulting artifact is not. That interface can be any device
or structure enabling access to material or potentially �nished artifacts on demand. The artifact is any shape made with the help of
the interface to solve or address a – potentially mundane – task
for a limited duration. Mark Weiser presented so-called ”pads” as a
counterpart to portable computers [89]. Pads were not meant to be
permanent and personal, but rather ”scrap computers” [89]. In the
scenario of Ephemeral Fabrication, the interface for it is, again, personal and is with the user all the time. However, the artifacts users
fabricate are likely to be treated as ”scrap artifacts”, fabricated in no
time, and used for brief durations. Considering the material to be
dispensable and super�uous would be wasteful and unsustainable
[13, 84]. Re-use, even in an enforced manner, is therefore crucial
for Ephemeral Fabrication.

EPHEMERAL FABRICATION

In the following, we will present a grounding of Ephemeral Fabrication in current literature and outline its di�erences to prior concepts such as mobile fabrication. The term ”ephemeral” is de�ned
as ”lasting a very short time” [49] or ”lasting one day only” [49]. In
contrast to that, personal – and particularly digital – fabrication
often aims for longer-lasting artifacts and replacing centralized,
industrial processes with more decentralized ones [9, 30], enabling
a high degree of personalization (c.f. �gure 3). To successfully create
and fabricate such artifacts, tools are needed: users generally have
to specify their design in CAD/CAM software, transfer it to the
fabrication machine of their choice, and, optionally, post-process it
(e.g., through the removal of support structures, painting or sanding). All steps, including the previously required learning of the
process, require some degree of e�ort [77]. E�ort is antithetical
to the concept of ephemeral artifacts. Why bother with hours of
modeling, printing/milling/cutting, iterating, if the result is going
to be discarded after a few minutes or hours of use? Unless the
task is of the highest importance and urgency [66], the inhibition
to undertake such a lengthy process is far too high. This is where
we want to situate and emphasize the concept of Ephemeral Fabrication. Personal fabrication is becoming faster and easier, with a
possible culmination being an e�ortless way to create matter and
interact with it. If fabricating artifacts is an inherent, easy-to-access,
and almost natural ability of humankind, what are the implications?
One of them is the possible ephemerality of the resulting artifacts,
which is an aspect that requires re�ection from researchers and
practitioners alike.
The temporal aspect of artifacts, their existence, relocation, and
lifetime were aspects of prior works. As described by Brand, aspects of buildings change with di�erent rates (”shearing layers”):
the site of a building is ”eternal”, services like wiring may last
decades, the interior layout may change after few years, while

3.1

Ephemeral Problem-Solving and Bricolage

While manufacturing ephemeral physical artifacts is currently rarely
done by people, the act of ephemeral problem-solving is far more
prevalent. Human problem-solving can involve improvised solutions, which are supported by the availability of materials and
tools around them and only last for a limited duration (i.e., as long
as the requirement persists). To mount a phone at a comfortable
viewing angle, a stack of books may be (mis)used. To unscrew a
slotted screw, a coin may replace the screwdriver, if it is not available. The resulting artifacts (coin-screwdriver, book-phone-mount)
cease to be viewed as such as soon as their task has been ful�lled.
None of these improvised solutions excels in functionality and
e�ciency, compared to specialized tools (a phone mount, a screwdriver), but may succeed in supporting users’ tasks. These acts of
ephemeral problem-solving can be considered to follow the notion
of Bricolage: acts of problem-solving with materials and tools that
are at hand, which may not have been intended to be used for a
particular challenge. Initially introduced by Claude Levi-Strauss,
the concept of Bricolage [43] gained relevance beyond the process
of creating myths [7, 35]. Duymedjian und Rüling later speci�ed
the di�erences between ”bricoleur” and ”ingénieur” in organizations [25]. For instance, the practice of the bricoleur may operate
”with elements in stock” [25] and may not have clear outcomes [25].
The ingénieur, however, embraces speci�cations and norms of processes [25]. Ephemeral problem-solving primarily di�ers from acts
of bricolage in the longevity of the solution: results of bricolage
may, if desired, be kept for future (mis)use. These contrasting approaches have also been connected in HCI research [26]. In this
line of thought, it is possible to equate industry-grade fabrication to
the ingénieur and practices of craft to the bricoleur. Current trends
in personal fabrication may be considered to be a bridging concept
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between bricoleur and ingénieur, adding precision without necessarily sacri�cing improvisation, craft, and creativity. The ability
to improvise, creating make-shift solutions and support tools is a
core aspect of human nature. However, since human beings lack
an inherent fabrication ability (i.e., deploying matter to be used
for basic mechanical tasks), this skill is still limited by the physical
environment or a user’s equipment being the provider of material and building blocks (i.e., the ”elements in stock” [25]) for the
process of problem-solving. Being able to fabricate for, repair, and
personalize the physical world ad-hoc, without a lengthy design
process ampli�es our ability to improvise and solve problems, introducing personal fabrication as a viable tool to more, even mundane,
scenarios. A body-worn or even body-integrated fabrication device
would support such a scenario further, by greatly reducing e�ort,
access times, and complexity of the process, giving rise to a scenario
such as Ephemeral Fabrication.

3.2

Fabrication as Human Augmentation

In nature, fabrication abilities are an integral part of the existence
of some species [34, 86]. Apart from animals gathering material
to fabricate nests (e.g., birds), there are species with integrated
fabrication abilities. They are out�tted with glands to produce
materials used to fabricate structures and thereby solve speci�c
mechanical tasks. Bees fabricate honeycombs to store resources
and protect their o�spring. Spiders are able to create webs out of
di�erent kinds of silk, to be able to catch prey or extend their sensing
range. However, spiders use their silk oftentimes for much more
than creating large (and often lasting) web structures. Deinopidae
create webs and attach them to their own front legs to be able to
catch prey [86]. Hunting spiders use the silk as drag lines while
hunting, create egg sacs, and even use it to pick up air currents and
travel long distances [59].
In popular culture, the character of Spider-Man depicts the transfer of such abilities to a human ”user”, applying these fabrication
abilities to seemingly mundane tasks like a�xing a camera to an
arbitrary position or shoot strings of web to enable a fast form of
locomotion. Notably, the created artifacts (e.g., the camera mount)
merely last as long as they are needed, and can be considered a
�ctional act of Ephemeral Fabrication. This exempli�es how having inherent but easy and instant access to fabrication abilities,
gives rise to fabrication scenarios that address highly specialized
problems in-situ. These scenarios are no obligatory occurrence, or
unavoidable, but are acts of ephemeral problem-solving or bricolage,
emerging from often small bene�ts. It furthermore demonstrates
what we may consider a ”natural” embedding of fabrication in a
user’s life. However, one may wonder who is cleaning up the consequences of these ”fabrication activities”, and to which degree the
material can and is re-used, as the comic books often omit how this
aftermath is dealt with5 or defer this to ”dissolvable” artifacts.

3.3

De�nitions and Shades of Ephemerality in
Physical Artifacts

Ephemeral artifacts are primarily objects with a short lifetime that
require negligible e�ort to be created. We consider them to be a
result of fabrication activities (analog or digital), in contrast to pure
5 c.f.

Damage Control, which is an ”institution” for comparable tasks.
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repurposing activities as mentioned earlier. However, the fabrication scenario (Ephemeral Fabrication), which enables the creation
thereof, has a set of prerequisites. These prerequisites di�erentiate Ephemeral Fabrication from other, more established, (personal)
fabrication scenarios. Apart from being low- to zero-e�ort, the
entire process should be as brief as possible, exhibiting a low temporal demand. Unlike industrial machinery or other CNC devices,
ephemeral artifacts do not necessarily require precision in the fabrication process. Coarse shape-approximation, just enough to ful�ll
the functional (e.g., a mechanical function) purpose of the artifact,
is su�cient. If the environment or the task a�ords it, precision
can be regained by applying methods like templating or molding,
as described in section 4.2.3. Lastly, the means to fabricate should
be accessible directly, immediately, and with as few indirections
through disconnected tools (such as design software only available
on stationary computers) as possible.
The notion of Ephemeral Fabrication is surrounded by various
dimensions where Draupnir and prior work can be categorized and
arranged. In the following, we present a set of dimensions we consider relevant for Ephemeral Fabrication (table 1). Ultimately, the
extremes of these axes point to two distinct (theoretical) fabrication
scenarios: pure permanent fabrication and pure ephemeral fabrication. While these terms primarily address the temporal dimension
of the artifact (i.e., its service life), further aspects can be derived
from them. The dimensions seen in table 1 are interconnected. However, no rigid 1:1 mapping can be derived, as one may for instance
use a stationary 3D-printer to fabricate ephemeral artifacts, or use
a 3D-printing pen to fabricate lasting objects. Aspects like the required time or e�ort indicate suitability for a certain fabrication
scenario (e.g., it may be unlikely, yet possible, for users to fabricate
lasting objects with a 3D-printing pen).
When viewed through a lens of current personal fabrication devices and materials, a set of insights with respect to future Ephemeral
Fabrication can be outlined. Within the scenario of Ephemeral Fabrication, certain dimensions emerge as relevant for the employed
tools. Notably, the process should ideally be largely tool-less. Tools
have to be carried, and therefore may not be available – the core
tool is the fabrication device itself and the immediate environment
and its features (e.g., shapes to use as a mold). Likewise, the process
has to be conducted ad-hoc (i.e., without lengthy preparation), be
tangible, coarse, and as fast as possible while requiring a minimal
amount of e�ort. The material used should also allow for changing
aggregate states (i.e., malleable,solid) both for reuse, mechanical
tasks, and interactive shaping. The process of (ephemeral) problemsolving is meant to yield a solution while the user is actively interacting with both the material and complementary workpieces (e.g.,
a phone and a table it is supposed to be mounted on).
Prior work has covered some ranges of the dimensions relevant
for Ephemeral Fabrication (table 1). However, the implicit goal was
often to achieve a permanent artifact, either with [40, 55, 71, 88],
or without [94] explicit design iterations. This is in line with the
outlook that personal fabrication empowers users with previously
industry-only manufacturing capabilities, with the industry ideally
producing long-lasting or permanent artifacts [9]. We refer to this
direction as Permanent Fabrication, despite few consumer-grade artifacts reaching this degree of longevity. Long-Lasting Fabrication is
what we consider to be a feasible outcome of contemporary, widely
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Ephemeral Temporary Long-Lasting Permanent
Fabrication

Fabrication

Little to
no effort

Low effort

Fabrication

Fabrication

High
effort

Coarse

High precision

Instant
access

Deferred
access

Regular
usage
Body-Integrated

Mobile

Result used
for single task
Result only used
in context
Result not relevant
after use

Stationary

Rare
usage
Outsourced
Result re-used
regularly
Result may
generalize
Result relevant
across uses

Artifact
Longevity
Process

Device

Artifact &
Result

Table 1: Dimensions of Ephemeral Fabrication in contrast to other fabrication scenarios. While the artifact longevity is the
core attribute separating Ephemeral Fabrication from other fabrication scenarios, other aspects can be derived from it: E�ort,
precision, access time, usage frequency, device integration, and the usage of the resulting artifacts. Speci�c systems may cover
ranges of the longevity axis and deviate from sub-dimensions of a fabrication scenario (e.g., a mobile system for Ephemeral
Fabrication).

available, and accessible means for personal fabrication (e.g., 3Dprinters). Core di�erence is this particular availability of processes
to enthusiast or hobbyist users. The artifacts may – under ideal
circumstances – be permanent, but are often subject to prior iterations and may exhibit limitations due to material choice/availability.
Temporary Fabrication aims for temporary artifacts, which may
be created with lower precision than the aforementioned groups,
subsequently requiring less time and e�ort.
The vision of Mobile Fabrication by Roumen et al. may be considered an outstanding example, covering the range between Ephemeral
Fabrication and Temporary Fabrication, as it aims to be low-e�ort,
the access times are ideally low and the resulting coarse artifact is
meant to solve a single problem [66]. However, the devices (pen
or printer) are mobile and incur a delayed access time and the effort or process duration if tracing is employed is comparably high.
Likewise, the usage is based on immediate need (e.g., a problem),
instead of a pure ability to fabricate. The scenarios described in the
work can be separated into Temporary Fabrication and Ephemeral
Fabrication: a wrench made to repair a bike light is an ephemeral
artifact and will likely not be reused a second time (Ephemeral Fabrication), while fabricated shirt buttons or shoelaces are not meant
to cease to exist, but rather ful�ll a function until a replacement (e.g.,
one generated through Permanent Fabrication) is found. Popfab by

Peek and Moyer, is a desktop-grade device made portable, while
retaining high e�ort and precision in the process [60], covering
Long-Lasting Fabrication mainly, albeit in a portable context. The
concept and system for ”Patching Physical Objects” by Teibrich et
al. implicitly covered the range from Temporary Fabrication, over
Long-Lasting Fabrication to Permanent Fabrication, making created artifacts alter-able, if changing requirements arise or the object
breaks [81]. Again, e�ort and time expenditure are high, while the
device used is stationary and precise. The result is also explicitly
aimed to last and be regularly used, therefore covering a range from
Temporary Fabrication to Long-Lasting Fabrication. WeaveMesh
by Tao et al. emphasizes short iterations, with manual intervention by the designer [80]. While the single intermediary artifact
is used only to re�ne the design, the �nal result is fabricated with
high �delity with the process similarly requiring relatively high
e�ort (e.g., to assemble the intermediary artifact) [80]. BlowFab
accelerates prototyping and allows for re-use of the artifacts, while
additionally allowing the artifacts to de�ate to save space [93]. In
the case of Sequential Support by Nisser et al., parts of fabricated
artifacts can be considered ephemeral or at least temporary [55].
By allowing parts of the artifact to dissolve, partial replacement,
additional temporary protection or time-controlled functions become possible [55]. As before, the device is stationary, the process
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rightfully demands e�ort and may require larger amounts of time,
while covering Temporary Fabrication to Long-Lasting Fabrication.
It is crucial to consider the general notion of ’prototyping’ artifacts
during design processes. Prototypes are, inherently designed not to
be reused, but instead be artifact manifestations that drive a design
process forward – they are essentially ephemeral by design. This is
appropriate for the time when merely hobbyists and researchers
rely on personal fabrication, but does not scale to constant and
widespread use. Few research approaches explicitly deal with this
aspect of the process, and rather focus on the goal to be achieved,
which is usually a �tting, well-executed and -fabricated object that
lasts.
The following brief and mundane examples can be di�erentiated
by the e�ort needed., especially in contrast to the ones presented in
most aforementioned academic works. A user may want to mount
a phone in a speci�c position to take a picture. If no tripod or a
similarly specialized artifact is at hand, a di�erent solution is required. The user may start improvising, engaging in Bricolage, as is
human nature: repurpose books, bags, sticks, and stones from her
immediate vicinity to replace the function of ”holding a device in
a steady angle and position”. To improve the handle of a hammer
for better ”power grip” [44, 54], a user may start taping it with a
non-slip material, if, and only if, it is at hand. If it is not, the entire
process of ”adapting the grip” is stretched to �nd or purchase the
needed tape, which takes hours to days, instead of few moments.
Alternatively, the user may add a more malleable material, grab the
handle and thereby generate ridges that are unique to this type of
grip and to the user’s �ngers. To reach a deeply recessed button
(e.g., a reset button) a user may start searching for an arbitrary
pointed and elongated object. Or, she could ”create” it out of a malleable material which solidi�es. All prior examples have in common
that they are, to a degree solvable without the need for Ephemeral
Fabrication. In a sense, temporarily repurposing artifacts and materials from the users’ physical context, can be considered an act of
ephemeral problem-solving through Ephemeral Fabrication or craft.
The resulting con�guration is equally temporary and ephemeral
(i.e., it is supposed to last until the user changes the grip used to
hold the hammer from a ”power grip” to a ”precision grip” [54]).
However, if the environment is unable to provide the appropriate
resources, ful�llment of the task through improvisation and repurposed objects becomes more complicated. One can imagine various
further application scenarios for ephemeral fabrication, some of
which we depict in chapter 4.2. However, all of these scenarios
follow a simple calculation: the creation of the artifact takes almost
no time and e�ort and its bene�ts are worthwhile for the user.
The lower the e�ort, the more scenarios arise that are ”worth it”,
even with minuscule bene�ts for the user, as the e�ort required to
achieve the bene�t is equally minuscule. This is what may emerge
from ever-accelerating and -improving digital personal fabrication
work�ows, along with all associated positive and negative side
e�ects.

3.4

Related Work

Having grounded our de�nitions of Ephemeral Fabrication through
prior works, we also want to introduce a set of research e�orts
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which depict a steady progress towards a future with Ephemeral
Fabrication. The core dimensions we considered with the development of Ephemeral Fabrication were time and e�ort. Process steps
like modeling or fabrication are equally valid for these considerations, in the sense that they are continuously reduced, changing our
perception and application of the entire (personal) fabrication procedure. Both novice-friendly fabrication and portable fabrication
were part of prior research and can be both considered attempts to
address required e�ort for fabrication or attempts to broaden the
contexts it may be employed in. The Ephemeral Fabrication scenario
can be further embedded on the contexts of sustainability research
(e.g., [8, 13, 91]), research driving the vision of widespread adoption
of personal fabrication forward (e.g., [9, 30, 76, 77]) and research in
human augmentation through technology (e.g., [67, 70, 73]).
3.4.1 In-Situ, Mobile and Tangible Personal Fabrication. Research
in personal fabrication focused heavily on the transfer and improvement of digital fabrication processes. Similarly to the previous
group, projects focusing on in-situ or tangible personal fabrication
are making it more accessible to a broader audience (e.g., people
with no experience with CAD). Novice users have di�erent requirements for the process of digital fabrication than industrial experts.
To achieve better ease of use, tangible modeling was evaluated
for the creation of spline-based geometry [71] or converted to a
construction kit of pre-de�ned elements [40]. These approaches
increase ease-of use, while sacri�cing a degree of achievable precision. To transfer traditional modeling to the digital domain in the
enthusiast space, Jones et al. relied on Clay combined with functional elements [36]. The resulting paradigm was called ”what you
sculpt is what you get” [36] and embraced analog modeling and
the associated, tangible experience. Similarly, Weichel et al. aimed
to combine traditional and digital fabrication with a novel, bidirectional work�ow, which supported both kinds of in- and output [88].
One’s own body provides complex but relevant geometric features
for artifacts. This is relevant for hand-held or body-worn objects,
which we consider a relevant task for Ephemeral Fabrication. Creating objects meant to interact with the body can for instance be done
by measuring and modeling the body [31],or fabricating right on its
surface [29]. Attempts to transfer personal fabrication work�ows
towards mobile or nomadic use move the adoption of personal
fabrication towards paradigms that give rise to more short-lived
artifacts (c.f., �gure 3). These artifacts are coupled more closely to
their physical context [60, 64, 66, 78]. For example, Quitmeyer and
Perner-Wilson presented Wearable Studio Practice, which focused
on extraordinary environments for digital and analog craft used to
develop new wearable technologies [64].
Ephemeral Fabrication can be considered a culmination of the
aforementioned research trends: personal fabrication that requires
little e�ort, is highly mobile, but still yields highly personalized
artifacts that are created within their physical context (both for a
limited timespan and a unique requirement). The aforementioned
works in�uenced the development of Ephemeral Fabrication and
Draupnir in two ways: 1) they depict a steady progress towards a
wider userbase for personal fabrication through simpli�cation and
acceleration and 2) they explore novel modalities beyond screenbased CAD for digital fabrication.
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3.4.2 Sustainability in Fabrication and HCI. Sustainability considerations have also played a role in personal and digital fabrication
research. Vasquez et al. surveyed a set of papers involving physical
prototyping, discussing both energy consumption of machines and
material impact [84]. While prototyping is highly valuable, it is currently not as widely employed yet. If fabrication permeates more
contexts and user groups, a reconsideration of this is likely needed.
In ”Making ’Making’ Critical”, Cindy Kohtala discussed how sustainability considerations are connected to social and ideological
considerations in the context of Fab Labs as organized entities enabling personal fabrication [38]. Dew and Rosner likewise focused
on makerspaces, exploring how the treatment of material as waste
can be changed and made more thoughtful and deliberate [22]. Wu
and Devendorf explored how smart textiles can be designed with
disassembly in mind [91], without deferring this issue to a point
in time where fabrication has already happened. Lazaro and Vega
presented Myco-Acessories, combining reusable electronic components with compostable mycelium for wearable artifacts [82, 83]. In
contrast, Song and Paulos explored the act of ”Unmaking”, which
discusses change and interaction after an object was seemingly
”�nished” [75]. Choi and Ishii presented Therms-Up! as a way of
creating in�atables from plastic bags on commodity 3D-printing
hardware [19], which is an upcycling process. ReFabricator by Yamada et al. is a tool with integrates arbitrary objects in a digital
fabrication process, instead of relying on a 3D-printer for the entire
artifact [92]. Scrappy by Wall et al. takes a similar direction, allowing users to replace in�ll of 3D-printed objects with prior iterations,
discarded tools, or other waste [87]. This reduces material use and
accelerates the printing process at the same time.
The aforementioned works are outstanding examples of how
sustainability is both explored an embedded within user-facing
personal fabrication systems and contexts. We �rmly believe that
such systems are crucial for a positive manifestation of Ephemeral
Fabrication in the future. With Draupnir, we embrace a certain circularity of material, over a net positive use of it. We further want to
elicit new considerations about a future, where personal fabrication
has indeed become as ubiquitous as computing itself [77].
3.4.3 Human Augmentation. Symbiosis between human and machine was topic in HCI research for decades, even prior to the advent
of wearable computing [45]. The directions can be coarsely separated into cognitive augmentation [65] and mechanical augmentation [41] of human abilities. The latter was the initial context of our
work. A way to augment human abilities is the conceptual transfer
of capabilities from the animal world. This includes sensory modalities, like being able to perceive infrared/heat signatures [1] or sense
objects in the environment with the help of ultrasound distance
sensors [48]. Likewise, changes to body morphology transferred
from other species, like the addition of a tail [53] can be considered nature-inspired, biomimetic augmentations. Other (functional)
alterations of body schema include supernumerary �ngers [32]
or other limbs [2, 67, 68]. The integration of tools into or onto
the human body in general covers various concepts. This includes
�nger-worn devices, as presented by Shilkrot et al. with FingerReader. It is an assistive device meant to help with the perception
of text for people with visual impairments [72].
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We would frame always-accessible personal fabrication as a path
and component of human augmentation, inspired by nature. This
ampli�es their ability for (ephemeral) problem-solving or bricolage
by ideally immediately providing always-available material, feasible
for addressing mechanical tasks and challenges. It likewise lowers
the threshold to apply personal fabrication to mundane, short-lived
challenges faced by users – which, in turn, gives rise to scenarios
such as Ephemeral Fabrication. Whether an augmentation like
Draupnir would be perceived as a tool or as an ”inherent ability”
depends on how close the device would be coupled to the user.

4

PROTOTYPE

Draupnir is a proof-of-concept implementation depicting the speculative vision of Ephemeral Fabrication. The diegetic prototype
was presented through the narrative in section 2. The following
paragraphs describe the development and details of the physical
prototype, as implementable with current means and materials. We
consider our implementation of Draupnir a very early version of
a device for Ephemeral Fabrication, albeit one that already ful�lls
some aspects that enable Ephemeral Fabrication. As a proof-ofconcept implementation, it provides the most fundamental functionality: extrusion/addition of a malleable material. The development and usage of Draupnir enabled us to explore the concept of
Ephemeral Fabrication. We do not consider the system to be the
core contribution of this work, but rather an indispensable part of
the process (c.f., section 2), which depicts and supports our thought
and design procedure. In its current state, Draupnir is a brief step
back from the digital in personal fabrication. A core bene�t – digital precision – becomes less relevant to enable fast design and
fabrication processes. Digital components are nevertheless used
to couple fabrication device and human to enable material access
and reduce time and e�ort. This digital precision may re-emerge
later through more sophisticated wearable systems, while compensating for the skill �oor tangible modeling with PCL exhibits.
Implementing Draupnir through the means available to us right
now, made the speculative narrative of Ephemeral Fabrication a
tangible, explorable experience.

2

3
2
1

a)

b)

1

Figure 4: a) A user wearing the Draupnir prototype. The extruder (1) and the EMG sensor (2) are visible. b) Results made
with the prototype in use: a phone mount (1), a stabilizing
extension to a mug handle (2), and an ergonomic blade grip
used to cut cardboard (3).
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Figure 5: Core components of the Draupnir prototype: a
syringe-based paste extruder, driven by two stepper motors
and controlled via an EMG-sensing arm-band. To protect the
wearer from heat and to reduce the power draw needed to
sustain the material’s malleable state, multiple layers of insulation are present.

4.1

Implementation

For our implementation, we settled on a wearable system to extrude malleable PCL (polycaprolactone), while coupling the device’s function to the user’s body signals through electromyography (EMG). We consider both the material choice and the choice to
build Draupnir as a wearable, not a body-integrated system, to be
a feasible compromise in light of current, practical means. Future
systems, as outlined in section 2.1, may decrease access times and
increase precision further. Prior research has used HDPE (highdensity Polyethylene) [57], wax [62], ”jumping clay” (water-based)
[29] and ”TecClay” [88], apart from ABS or PLA. After initial explorations, we settled on PCL. It was also employed in recent works
enabling post-print shape-change [37]. Core bene�ts of the material are skin-safety, su�cient time to model until the material
solidi�es, rigidity when thick and �exibility when thin. PCL can
also be re-heated to be altered and, most importantly, reused for
new artifacts. approach with a relatively wide nozzle.
The resulting prototype is a wearable paste extruder [4, 63] for
Polycaprolactone, which uses a syringe with a motorized piston to
push out the preheated, soft material (see �gure 4). Movement of
the nozzle if o�oaded to the wearer, while heating and extrusion
remain digitally-controlled. Concepts like ”Being the Machine” by
Devendorf and Ryokai took this approach even further [21]. A 12V
adhesive polyester heating foil (12W) covers the tube’s front part
(7cm). The model used is rated to reach 80°C under ideal circumstances. In our con�guration, the (uncovered) foil reached approximately 65°C maximum. To ensure that no heated area comes in
contact with the users’ skin, we covered the surface with cotton
insulation. The tip was insulated in a similar fashion. The resulting
surface stayed below 40°C, even after prolonged use. As the heating
pad only covers the sides of the syringe, the tip is heated less well.
This was compensated by a thin sheet of thermally conductive
copper around it. This technical setup can be seen in �gure 5.
The syringe is a single-use plastic model and is rated to contain
60ml of liquid, while withstanding the heat it is exposed to. Draupnir
can provide approximately 20g (or 28.5cm3 ) of material, extruding

it through a nozzle of 1 cm diameter. This ensures quicker extrusion
and an amount of matter that can be conveniently shaped in a brief
moment. When heated, the material may be retracted back into the
syringe. The piston/plunger was lubricated with synthetic PTFE
grease to reduce friction between the parts. Two stepper motors
(28BYJ-48, 5V) are a�xed at the sides of the rack, stabilizing the
plunger from 2 sides and driving it. Similarly to [42], we used a Myo6
gesture control armband to receive the user’s input. This tightly
couples the device with the user’s body signals, as an attempt to
move farther away from the perception of ”a tool” towards ”an
ability”. If the users move their wrist outward, the extrusion is
enabled. This couples fabrication with the users’ physiology more
closely than previous approaches, while reducing access time and,
ideally, e�ort. To connect it directly to the Arduino, the MyoBridge7
Library/Firmware was used. Building Draupnir as a working artifact
enabled us to explore and develop the scenarios and interaction
patterns presented in the following sections.

4.2

Usage Scenarios of Ephemeral Fabrication

In the following, we present usage scenarios that we were able to
generate and explore through the lens of Draupnir, as implemented
with current means. These are certainly not all the potential scenarios of Ephemeral Fabrication, but rather the ones we were able
to explore and verify. While they are a subset, they demonstrate
a certain usefulness of Ephemeral Fabrication, despite an absence
of high precision or industry-grade visual appeal. This usefulness
is demonstrated through coarse artifacts, which can "solve" small
challenges for – usually – brief timespans. The artifacts are quick to
create and are seemingly mundane tasks where the e�ort currently
needed to solve them (e.g., by employing digital design and fabrication processes) outweighs the necessity to address them. They
furthermore assume that the ephemeral artifact created is likely
to be created for the duration of its usage and perish afterward,
leaving the raw material for other, equally mundane but functional,
creations. Other scenarios could be generated by using alternative
implementations of Draupnir (e.g., carrying a material like clay or
Sugru in one’s pocket, or a hot glue gun in one’s bag), which would
result in alternative usage scenarios (based on aspects like access
time or material properties) but may still fall under the umbrella of
Ephemeral Fabrication. At the same time, all scenarios inherently
su�er from the same potential issues (i.e., thoughtless creation of
single-use trash) of Ephemeral Fabrication in the context of sustainability and reuse. This is particularly the case if these scenarios are
imagined as activities executed by a large userbase in numerous
contexts.
The process of creating an ephemeral artifact may be related to
existing artifacts in the environment [17, 66], but also the users’
bodies [28, 29]. The use of templates taken from the users’ physical
context is likely to be an inherent part of the design and modeling
process for any device enabling Ephemeral Fabrication, as it not
only compensates for the absence of precision, but also reduces the
e�ort to ”model” or replicate features of objects or the users’ bodies.
The artifacts created cover a gradient of body-proximity, ranging
6 support.getmyo.com/hc/en-us,

Accessed: 25.6.2021
Accessed: 25.6.2021

7 github.com/vroland/MyoBridge,
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a)

b)

c)

d)

~20g

~11g

~15g

~20g

Figure 6: Exemplary set of scenarios for Ephemeral Fabrication with Draupnir and the amount of material used (out of 20g it
provides): a) Personalized ridges are added to a bare metal handle to improve grip, b) A protective �lm is added to one’s �ngers
to be able to grasp sharp objects, c) An additional, mount for tools and parts is added to the hand, allowing for quick access to
the carried objects, d) A temporary mount for a phone is made, to prop it up at a comfortable viewing angle, or to serve as a
tripod.

from remote artifacts (”o� body”, such as mounts for objects), over
artifacts that interact with the body (”for body”, such as coverings
of objects to grasp) and artifacts that are body-worn (”on body”,
such as rings).
4.2.1 On-Body Ephemeral Fabrication. When retro�tted with an
always available gland for fabrication, users can add a protective
�lm to body regions (e.g., a thimble). The material used by Draupnir
(PCL) is rigid enough to protect from sharp edges. When required,
users may create protective layers of varying thickness, for instance,
to grasp and manipulate sharp objects with their �ngers (�gure
6b) or add mount points for other objects (6c). Potentially, tailored,
temporary casts can also be developed ad-hoc (i.e., right after the
moment of injury) and �t to the user’s proportions, remaining relevant until a better and more permanent cast is made (i.e., by a
professional), which ventures in the realm of Temporary Fabrication.
4.2.2 For-Body Ephemeral Fabrication. A body-worn fabrication
device for Ephemeral Fabrication also allows for a more re�ned,
temporary customization experience. With Draupnir and other future Ephemeral Fabrication devices, each physical artifact can be
altered to a certain degree, as users are handed a personal tool for
shape-change. An example is Ephemeral Fabrication to improve
ergonomics temporarily. The ergonomic design of handles, for instance, is deliberately made for the general public. Diameters of
handles and their orientation are speci�cally made to cover a broad
range of hand sizes and proportions [44]. It is discouraged to add
ridges for �ngers, as they are likely to make handling worse for
the majority of users [44]. For instance, it is possible to temporarily
alter tool handles in place to provide better ergonomics and usage
comfort. An example is shown in �gure 6a, where a bare metal
handle is covered and improved with personalized ridges for the
duration of use.

4.2.3 O�-Body Ephemeral Fabrication. Apart from closely bodyrelated Ephemeral Fabrication activities, a wearable fabrication
system for Ephemeral Fabrication also supports other alterations
to the physical world. These are more closely related to established
digital fabrication processes, but bene�t from a quick process of
tangible modeling. Creating mounts and �xtures for various objects
is a general use-case made easier by easily accessible, low-e�ort
Ephemeral Fabrication devices. Usually, when relying on CAD, the
referential use of an object involves either scanning, measuring, or
recreating the artifact in a di�erent fashion [47]. This is not necessary when the object and the malleable material are allowed to
interact. For example, it is possible to create a phone mount, to a�x
the phone at a comfortable viewing angle (�gure 6d). The mount
itself can be directly manipulated, with the e�ects being directly
perceptible.
Actively using Draupnir allowed us to uncover a set of more
speci�c interaction patterns relevant for Ephemeral Fabrication.
We consider the following 4 patterns to be crucial for Ephemeral
Fabrication, as they apply to most, if not all, tasks where the future
artifact is meant to be ephemeral and made e�ortlessly:
• The Body as a Template: any user of a body-worn fabrication
system carries an essential reference with them – their own body.
This improves any tailoring process and allows to create custom-�t
artifacts. These may include attachable artifacts, alterations to existing objects, but also modi�cations to body morphology.
• The World as a Template: the physical environment can provide the most necessary measures and molds for the artifacts to be
created. Precise measurements can be omitted and replaced with
tangible manipulation of the material and the complementary workpiece it has to interact with.
• Combinatorial/Augmented Fabrication: Existing artifacts can
easily be made part of a newly fabricated one, by including them as
templates or integrating them in the new artifact [5, 17, 95]. Molding combines the artifact with replicated features of another one
– parts of existing objects may be included in a new design (e.g.,
a screwdriver bit or a saw). Likewise, attached artifacts are also a
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result of such a combinatorial or augmented [5] fabrication.
• Ephemeral Fabrication dictates Re-Use: the speculative future
of Ephemeral Fabrication can be considered an unsustainable one.
If personal fabrication is e�ortless and quick, permeating through
contexts it is currently not applicable to, it either leads to copious
amounts of waste; or it leads to more thoughtful, re-use-focused
processes that do not treat the consequences of creating physical artifacts as an afterthought. The latter is what we aimed to
demonstrate with Draupnir and its constraint of limited available
material, ensuring and, most importantly, enforcing re-use, instead
of deferring it to other entities and later points in time.
The �rst 3 patterns are focused on (but not limited to) Draupnir: they allow users to compensate for the disadvantages of a
system that does not generate precise shapes. Furthermore, they
try to make Ephemeral Fabrication ”work” as a feasible fabrication
method (for short-lived everyday tasks). It is crucial to consider that
they demonstrate a certain feasibility of such a device, regardless
of how re-use is embedded or considered. This last pattern, re-use,
does not only apply to systems aimed at Ephemeral Fabrication,
but rather all personal fabrication systems. In particular, it becomes
highly relevant when personal fabrication systems are adopted by
more people in more contexts, while still generally deferring sustainability considerations to material scientists, or deferring them
to later points in time (e.g., biodegradation of PLA).

5

THE ROLE OF SUSTAINABILITY IN
UBIQUITOUS PERSONAL FABRICATION

With Draupnir, we, in part, paint an optimistic outlook on Ephemeral
Fabrication: one that embraces ephemerality, while (ideally) enforcing re-use. The easier, faster, and e�ortless personal fabrication
becomes, the more adoption it will see. Adoption does not only
apply to users and user groups, but also the contexts and tasks it
is employed and considered relevant for. Paradigms like wearable
fabrication or body-integrated fabrication (analogous to wearable
computing) are likely to drive this adoption further, up until a point
where personal fabrication is a ubiquitous concept [77], which
entails both opportunities (e.g., augmented problem-solving capabilities) and dangers (e.g., a throw-away society with even more
means to create single-use artifacts). This ubiquitous adoption of
personal fabrication, especially through methods that enable users
to reach their goals quickly, calls for a consideration of sustainability [9]: one that embeds it in interactions a priori, instead of
considering it after a tool was developed or a fabrication activity
has already happened. Regardless of the means (devices, materials,
software) enabling ubiquitous personal fabrication, Ephemeral Fabrication remains a possible future fabrication scenario. Ephemeral
Fabrication is unlikely to be the only expression of personal fabrication in the future. It can be considered a complementary method
to more established means for ”attaining physical artifacts” (e.g.,
personal fabrication, shopping). However, Ephemeral Fabrication
may become a dominant paradigm for personal fabrication, if it
culminates in outstandingly fast and e�ortless design and fabrication methods. This is especially the case if a low e�ort is combined with numerical precision, which was not the case for our
implementation of Draupnir. For this particular case of personal
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fabrication becoming a ubiquitous phenomenon, re-use, embracing artifact ephemerality, and low-e�ort processes are crucial to
consider, enable, and potentially enforce. Ephemeral Fabrication
may take a positive or a negative expression. This depends on how
sustainability is embedded in systems and processes (by design or
as a consideration afterward). The Ephemeral Fabrication Dystopia
consists of widespread (users and contexts) personal fabrication,
with no re-use and no constraints imposed on the process. The
Ephemeral Fabrication Utopia likewise consists of widespread personal fabrication, where re-use of ephemeral and lasting artifacts
is considered and embedded early on while being just as easy and
e�ortless as their fabrication. The future personal fabrication is moving towards may not be focused on re-use, with design, iteration,
and fabrication for lasting artifacts taking center stage of current
HCI-focused research.

5.1

Negative Embedding of Ephemerality

If we are dealing with negligible e�ort and time consumption, it
is possible that artifacts ful�lling their function lose any value
(and inhibition to engage in personal fabrication) they receive from
the process itself. This is a dystopian �ction, where any person
on earth has access to fabrication devices, which easily enable
fabrication, but not reuse (or consider reuse to be ”optional”). Few
modeling tools aim for reuse by design, as their goal is to create
lasting artifacts. This is connected to one of the goals of personal
fabrication: to make industry-grade manufacturing available to
any potential user [9, 30]. However, reconsidering this goal and
the means that enable it is required to understand and evaluate
its consequences. A future of �eeting, ephemeral physical artifacts
that are created on-demand, and only recycled if a user desires so,
is incompatible with one where large user groups have access to
the tools for doing so.

5.2

Positive Embedding of Ephemerality

We consider this work to be a design probe into the space of future
personal fabrication and its impact on sustainability and the environment. Draupnir and the developed interaction patterns mostly
belong into a realm of utopian personal fabrication, which relies on
reuse as an inherent component, while enabling and encouraging
the user to employ personal fabrication in arbitrary, often mundane
use cases. Ubiquitous personal fabrication is a conceivable future
and requires that the issues of it, evident in current trends, are
discussed and addressed in current research, before it becomes a
ubiquitous phenomenon [77]. While we cannot precisely anticipate
the impact of widespread adoption of personal fabrication, we can
explore potential futures through diegetic and physical prototypes
as an attempt to resolve the Collingridge Dilemma we face [20].
Designing fabrication techniques to incorporate disassembly as
demonstrated by Wu and Devendorf [91] is one way to positively
address artifact ephemerality while still embracing iterations and
prototypes. Similarly, Song and Paulos embrace the act of ”unmaking”, focusing on processes starting from a seemingly ideal,
�nished artifact instead of initiating from (raw) material [75]. A
way to nudge this consideration further into the view of researchers
and practitioners are impact statements which were suggested before [58, 74] and can be considered for any type of societal and
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environmental impact8 . The limited amount and type of material
we chose as a core for the Draupnir prototype already provides
the necessary constraints for embedded re-use: the produced artifact can and should be re-shaped and re-used (or retracted/fed
back into the reservoir). However, it is similarly crucial to consider the energy impact, in addition to the material impact of a
fabrication system [84], which was less the case for Draupnir. Despite limitations of the prototype (mobility, cumbersome retraction
mechanism), the actual implementation of Draupnir allowed a more
practical exploration of Ephemeral Fabrication and associated scenarios. It furthermore allowed for an exploration of techniques and
materials available to us at the moment, which can be reused for
further prototyping of comparable systems. Draupnir was our vehicle to explore, understand, and critically re�ect on the Ephemeral
Fabrication scenario.

6

CONCLUSION

Ephemeral Fabrication is by far not the �rst or only work that
argues for sustainability in personal fabrication [22, 57, 81, 84, 91].
However, we present an additional argument to not only consider
sustainability as an afterthought but to put it at the core of future,
user-facing personal fabrication tools by deeply embedding it in the
interactions with fabrication devices or systems. We also present a
way how constant, pervasive fabrication of mundane artifacts does
not have to be an exclusively negative outlook. It does not have to
entail the constant creation of trash but rather be an augmentation
of human problem-solving capabilities.
We presented the Ephemeral Fabrication scenario – a speculative
future where the sheer ability and e�ortlessness to quickly fabricate coarse yet functional artifacts in any given context empowers
users to solve mundane tasks and inconveniences with the means of
personal fabrication. We speci�ed Ephemeral Fabrication as a fabrication scenario that may emerge from continuous improvements
in the processes required for personal fabrication, reducing their
complexity, stationarity, time, and e�ort needed to ful�ll a given
unique personal desire or requirement. Ephemeral Fabrication can
be set apart from other interaction scenarios, where the goal is
usually to create lasting artifacts or address urgent demands, which
currently necessitates e�ort and time. Ephemeral Fabrication does
not necessarily have to be a dystopian outlook. A positive future expression of Ephemeral Fabrication entails that personal fabrication
became a ubiquitous technology [30, 77], while being adapted to
the new requirements and responsibilities of material usage. This
speculative future focuses on the sustainability of personal fabrication, integrating re-use in a closed-loop of material [85, 96]. A
negative future expression of Ephemeral Fabrication, on the other
hand, emerges from merely faster and more accessible tools for
personal fabrication without the considerations of their impact (if
genuinely adopted by a majority of the population). Whether and
how exactly this future may emerge is in the hands of researchers
and practitioners currently working on novel, ever-improving systems, devices, and processes. We strongly believe that re-use and
8 As introduced for NeurIPS in 2020: https://neuripsconf.medium.com/getting-startedwith-neurips-2020-e350f9b39c28, Accessed: 5.7.2021
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associated concepts should be woven into novel personal fabrication work�ows, materials, and systems. With fabrication processes
becoming increasingly portable, fast, and e�ortless, sustainable use
of artifacts and material becomes indispensable before the means
for it become pervasive technologies.
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